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The direct procedure for analysis of structural systems by the 
stiffness matrix method is well suited for programming the electronic 
digital computer to analyze structures of moderate size. Unfortunately, 
for large structural systems, having a high degree of kinematic indeter-
minacy, this direct procedure can become quite cumbersome due to insuffi-
cient addressable core storage in the computer. A segmentation of the 
program with temporary storage of data on auxiliary storage devi ce.s such 
as magnetic tapes or discs becomes necessary. The tJSe of auxiliary 
storage devices generally requires a large amount of computer time for 
transferring data into and out of the computer memory. The utilization 
of auxiliary storage results in increased cost to solve a problem. To 
eliminate the need for auxiliary storage, a large structure may be ana-
lyzed by dividing it into parts. These parts may be referred to as 
substructures. 
A substructure may be a single bar member or it may be a large unit 
consisting of a group (or subassemblage) of members. The interactions 
between such groups of members at connection joints play a role which is 
similar to the interactions of individual members framing into the 
joints. Equilibrium equations for the connection joints can be so~ved 
1 
for the unknown displacements that are common to two or more substruc-
tures framing into those joints. 
Historical Review 
2 
The technique of working with substructures when a structural system 
contains too many unknowns to be solved for has successfully been applied 
by Weaver (2), Beaufait et al. (3) and Wang (4) to small plane frames and 
plane trusses. 
The concept of solving structural systems in terms of substructures 
and development of group stiffenesses is discussed in some detail in re-
cent books such as Tuma and Munshi (1) and Jamal J. Azar (8). 
The successful application of matrix structural analysis using sub-
structures, by Przemieniecki (5), Rubinstein (6) and Meek (7), demon-
strated the feasibility of using substructures. 
Objective of the Study 
Large structural systems often have repetitive geometry, i.e., they 
are assembled together using identical subsystems. Analysis by sub-
structures can be of definite advantage in such cases. 
The primary objective of this study is to investigate the possibility 
of the extension of the application of group stiffnesses to two specific 
problems. The first is the establishment of end stiffnesses of a planar 
polygonal bar system (Figure 3), and the second is the solution of a 
truss dome (Figure 4). 
3 
Scope of the Study 
The properties of a polygonal bar are derived by starting with two 
bars connected at a joint. Equations are reviewed to see how the middle 
joint in the two bar system can be eliminated from the calculations and 
the properties of the two bar system expressed as if it were an equiva-
lent single bar. This equivalent bar can in turn be combined with the 
next bar in the polygon and the process repeated. All interior joints 
in the polygonal bar can thus be eliminated from calculations. A com-
puter program is written which accomplishes this and gives the end 
stiffnesses as well as fixed-end stress resultants of a planar polygonal 
bar. 
The truss dome discussed is made up of six identical segments. The 
group stiffnesses of each segment are first derived by eliminating all 
its interior joints from the calculations. The solution of the dome is 
then shown synthesized using these substructure properties. Again a 
computer program is prepared to illustrate numerical application. 
A summary and conclusi.on drawn from the study are recorded in the 
1 ast chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
SINGLE BRANCH GROUP 
Theory 
For polygonal shape bars and frames with a large number of joints, 
it serves to an advantage to introduce the concept of single branch group 
stiffness. Group stiffnesses can be defined as the stiffnesses of a 
single equivalent bar to replace a given group of.bars. A single branch 
group can best be illustrated by the polygonal frame shown in Figure 
l(a). 
Such polygonal bars and frames where two bars frame into each joint 
are called single branch systems. The development of group stiffnesses 
of such systems is as follows: first, two bars are taken and the joint 
formed by these bars is eliminated as shown later in this chapter. The 
group stiffnesses and group load functions obtained for this two bar sys-
tem then represent the corresponding values of a single equivalent bar. 
Then the next bar is added to the single equivalent bar and the new joint 
thus formed is eliminated and the group stiffnesses and group load func-
tions are obtained which again can represent a single equivalent bar. 
The procedure can be repeated for any number of bars. It may be noted 
that no matter how many bars are added (one at a time) the group stiff-
ness matrix will always represent the system as a single equivalent bar 
and the size of the stiffness matrix will always be 6 x 6 (planar frames) 
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Figure 1. Single Branch Polygonal Frame 
U1 
To derive the expressions for group stiffnesses, two consecutive 
bars, ij and jk as shown in Figure l(b), are considered. 
The joint equilibrium relations for joints i, j and k in these two 
bars are written as follows: 
6 
0 0 0 0 Fcr? = w? (2. la) K. !:::.. + K .. !:::. • + 1 1 l J · J 1 1 
0 1:::.? + K? 1:::.? + 0 0 0 0 (2. lb) K .. Kjk !:::.k + Fcr,=W. lJ l J J J J 
0 
Kkj !:::.j + K~ !:::.~ + 
0 0 
Fcrk = Wk (2.lc) 
in whic.h K?. is a typical segmental stiffness submatrix, the coefficients lJ 
of which are the end stresses (stress resultants) induced at j due to 
respective unit displacements applied at i, and 
0 0 0 K. = K.. . + K .. k, etc. J JJ,1 JJ, 
O O A O d f t • 1 h th 11., !:::. • , /.lk are e orma 1 on vector va ues sue at 
l . J 
0 0 0 0 {!:::..} = { o . , o. , e . } , etc. 
J JX JY JZ 
Fcr~, Fcr1, Fcr~ are the total fixed end stress vector values such that 
Fcr~ = Fcr~. + fa~k 
J Jl J. 
and 
0 0 0 0 
{Fa .. } = { FN . . , FN . . , FM . . } etc. , due to 1 oads o Jl JlX JlY . JlZ 
W~, w1, W~ are applied joint load vector values such that 
Wo. = WO + WO 
J ji jk 
and 
0 0 0 0 {W •• } = {P .. , P •• , Q .• }. 
Jl JlX JlY JlZ 
From Equation (2.lb), 1:,.j is solved for in terms of the remaining 
matrices. 
Ao.= Ko)-1 {Ko o · Ko o F o Wo} 
0 - • .. !:,. • + 'k /:,.k + CY. - 0 ' J J Jl 1 J J J 
7 
(2.2a) 
1:,.j is now eliminated from Equations (2.la) and (2.lc) by substituting 
for it. 
0 0 + Fcr. = w. 
1 1 
0 0 
+ Fcr k = wk 
These equations can be rearranged and written as 
in which 
K?)G = K? - 0 o)-1 0 K .. K. K .. 
1 1 lJ J Jl 
o)G _ o 
Ki k - -Ki j K~)-1 J 
0 
Kjk 
Ko)G = 0 K~)-1 0 -Kkj K .. ki J Jl 
Ko)G = Ko _ 0 o)-1 0 









are the group stiffnesses (end stiffnesses of the bar ijk, acting as a 
single unit) and 
Fcr?)G = Fcr~ - K?. K~)-l {Fcr~ - W~} 
1 1 1J J J J 
(2.3g) 
8 
F'"" o ) G = F,.... o _ Ko Ko) -1 o o Uk vk kj j {Fcrj - Wj} (2.3h) 
are the group fixed end stress vectors. 
' ' 
Equations (2.la) through (2.lc) h.ave thus been modified as if there 
is a single bar 11 ik 11 • The next bar 11 klll is joined at k as shown in 
Figure l(c), and the equilibrium equations are set up for joint i, k and 





I:Ko = ·Ko)G + Ko 
k k kk,l 
and 
The new group stiffnesses for the group ijkl obtained by eliminating 
joint k can be written by comparison with Equations (2.3a) and (2.3b). 
where 
Ko)G 1 Ao+ Ko)G Ao+ F o)G 1 = wo i ui il ul cri i 
Ko)G 1 = Ko)G _ Ko)G Ko)G)-1 Ko)G i i ' i,k k ki 
Ko)G = -Ko)G Ko)G)-1 Kokl il ' ik k 
Ko)G _ -Ko)G Ko)G)-1 Ko)G 




Ko)G = Ko_ Ko Ko)G)-1 Kokl 
l 1 lk k 
are the new group stiffnesses at i and l of the bar ijkl, and 
F o)G 1 = F o)G Ko)G Ko)G)-1 {F o Wo} 0 ; 0 ; - i k k 0 k - k 
F o)G = F o Ko Ko)G)-1 {F o WO} 0 1 °1 - lk k 0 k - k 
are the new group fixed end stress vectors ,at i and l of the bar ijkl in 
which 
Ko)G)-1 = {Ko)G + Ko }-1 
k - . k kk,l 
In the same manner the joint 1 can also be eliminated from the bar 
system ijklm, i.e., the equivalent bar system ilm, and final force 
deformation relation at i and m of the system ijklm (Figure l(d)) can be 
written as 
Ko~G ~? + Ko)G ~o + F o)G = WO 
m1 1 m m 0 m m 
where the matrices K~)G", K~~G, K~~G and K~)G are the 




vectors, all being 
related to the joints i and m only~ when the joints j, k and 1 are free 
to displace. 
Development of the Computer Program 
The development of group stiffnesses and load functions for a single 
branch group such as a polygonal shape frame described earlier in this 
chapter has been programmed for numerical computation on a digital com-
puter. The program No. 1 has been written in FORTRAN language and tested 
on the IBM 360-65 model. 
10 
The program generates the group stiffnesses and load functions. 
The results are printed in appropriate matrix form with proper headings. 
Two illustrative examples have been solved and the results were compared 
with the values given in reference (1). 
The steps involved i.n the program are shown in Figure 2 as a flow 
chart. · 
11 
I START I 
I 
I Read number of problems I. 
I 
Repeat the program to 
1 STOP I solve all problems 
I 
Read & Echo 
Geometric and elastic properties, 
fixed end stresses and applied 
joint loads of first bar 
I 
Generate member stiffness matrix 
in member axes. Perform angular 
rotation and store member stiff-
ness matrix in global axes 
( CALL STIFF) 
I 
Read & Echo 
Geometric and elastic properties, 
fixed end stresses and applied 
joint loads of next bar 
I 
I Bar length= 0 ? yes --
1no 
' I ( CALL STIFF) I 
I 
Develop the group stiffnesses and 
group load functions by eliminat- I 
- ing the intertor joint formed by 
two bars 
( CALL GRPSTF) 
Print final group stiffnesses and 
group load functions of the system 




The technique of eliminating some unknowns and developing the stiff-
ness matrix in terms of stresses due to certain unit displacements of the 
system leads to the generalized group stiffness matrix concept. It can 
best be illustrated by an example, such as the geodesic dome shown fo 
Figure 3. Such complex frames and trusses are classified as multi~branch 
systems and their analysis can also be performed by developing group 
stfffnesses and group load functions. In this approach the system is 
conveniently partitioned into regions or substructures. A substructure 
can be defined as a structure restrained at the joints that are common 
to adjacent substructures and that connect the various substructures. 
together. Once the substructures for a structural system have been de-
fined, each substructure is treated independently for the loads applied 
within that region of the substructure and for the possible joint 
deformations: All the interior joints of each substructure are eliminat-
ed from calculations by using the technique discussed earlier in 
Chapter II. All substructures are then connected together at the 
boundaries by using the group stiffnesses and group load functions. The 
development of group stiffnesses and group load functions for a typical 







Figure 3. Geodesic Dome 150 1 Diameter, 45 1 Height 
14 
The equations of equilibrium at all joints with (any} degrees of 
freedom can be arranged in the following matrix form. 
Ko 







K~L Ko K~R ti O + Fcro = w~ I ( 3.1) M M. M 







in which (see Figure 4) ti~ and ti~ are the deformation vector values at 
joints on the left and the right boundaries, respectively, such that 
{tiE} = {ti1, ti~, · · · , tis}; 
ti~ is the deformation vector of the interior joints such that 
{ti~}= {ti~, ti~, ... 'ti,,}; 
K~M is a typical stiffness submatrix, the coefficients of which are 
stress influence values at joints on the left (L) boundary due to unit 
deformation at interior joints (M); Fa~, Fa~, Fa~ are the fixed end 
stress vector values such that 
{FaE} = {Fa,, Fa2' ... , Fas}; 
and W~, W~, W~ are the applied joint load vector values such that 
{W~} = {W~, W~, .. . ' W~}. 
In Equation (3. 1) ti~ corresponds to interior joints to be eliminat-
ed. Following a procedure similar to the one used in Chapter II, 
o _ o)-1 o o o o o o 
tiM - -KM {KMLtiL + KMRtiR + FaM - WM} (3.2) 
ti~ can now be eliminated from the first and the third rows of matrix 
Equation (3.1) by substituting for it and the results rearranged as 
follows: 
!!'.) 
Ko)G ~o + Ko)G ~o + F o)G = Wo 
L L LR R crL L ( 3. 3) 
Ko)G ~o + Ko)G ~o + F o)G = Wo 
RL L R R crR R (3.4) 
in which 
Ko)G =Ko_ Ko Ko)-1 Ko 
L 'L LM M ML (3.Sa) 
Ko)G = Ko _ Ko Ko)-1 Ko 
LR ~R · LM M . MR (3.Sb) 
Ko)G = Ko _ Ko Ko)-1 Ko 
RL RL RM M ML (3.Sc) 
Ko)G =Ko_ Ko Ko)-1 Ko 
R R RM M MR (3.Sd) 
are the multi-branch group stiffness matrices, and 
F o)G = ·F o _ Ko Ko)-1 (F o _ Wo) crL crL LM M crM M (3.6a) 
F o)G = F o _ Ko Ko)-1 (F o _ Wo) crR crR RM M crM M (3.6b) 
are the multi-branch group fixed end stress vectors due to loads or other 
causes. 
These modified functions are used to relate the interaction with 
adjacent substructures at the connection joints. 
The given system can now be solved by setting up the system equili-
brium stiffness matrix equation for just the joints at the boundaries of 
the substructures. Having found the boundary joint deformations, the 
deformations at interior joints of each substructure can be found by 
using Equation (3.2). Finally, all member end actions and support reac-
tions are computed from member force-deformation relationship. 
10 
Development of the Computer Program 
The elimination procedure of interior joints and trye development of 
multi~branch group stiffnesses and group load functions described ~arlier 
in this chapter can be programmed for solution on a digital computer. 
Obviously th·ere is. an infinite variety of complex structures that can be 
classified as multi~branch systems. Therefore, no attempt is made to 
write a completely general program. However, a program is written to 
analyze a geodesic truss dome such as the one shown in Figure 3, by using 
substructures. The program generates the group stiffnesses and group 
load functions for one of the six ~dentical substructures of the geodesic 
truss dome, Figure 4. The system equilibrium matrix equation is solved 
for the boundary joints of all substructures. The interior joints, mem-
ber forces and support reactions are then computed. Various steps 
involved in the program are presented in the flow chart, Figure 5" 
The computer program No. 2 has been written 1n FORTRAN language and 
tested on IBM 360-65 model operated by the Oklahoma State University 
Computer ~enter. 






















Read & Echo 
Control Data 
Number of joints, number of members, 
number of supports, number of interior 
joints to be eliminated ef ene of the 
six identical substructures and the 
number of substructures 
I 
Read & Echo 
Joint location in polar coordinates 
Member incidences and member properties 
I 
Set up member stiffness matrix in 
global reference system 
( CALL MEMSTF) 
I 
Add member stiffness matrix to substructure 
stiffness matrix 
I 
Eliminate interior joints of a substructure 
and develop group stiffnesses 
( CALL GRPSTF) 
I 
Connect all substructures using group stiff-
nesses; set up system stiffness matrix 
I 
Read & Echo 
Loading Number 
Figure 5. Flow Chart of Computer Program No. 2 
,~ 
I Loading number= 0 ? ,, - I STOP I 
no 
I Repeat for each substructure I 
Read & Echo 
Fixed end stresses and applied joint 
loads for all joints 
j~ 
Set up group fixed end stress vector 
'f.,; 
I Set up applied joint load vector 
Set up system equilibrium matrix equation 
SMJ *DEL+ VJST = VL 
(CALL DECOMP & SOLVE) 
Solve for boundary joint deformations· 
Solve for interior joint deformations 
of substructures 
I Solve for member forces and support reactions I 
PRINT joint deformattons, 
member forces and support 
reactions 
Figure 5. (Continued) 
CHAPTER IV 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
Three numerical examples are presented to illustrate the technique 
of working with substructures and the dev~lopment of group stiffnesses 
and group load functions. 
The first two examples demonstrate the application to single branch 
structures. 
Example l 
A two bar system of constant cross section shown in Figure 6 is 
considered. It is desire.d to verify the group end stiffnesses and group 
ffxed end stresses obtained by the procedure outlined in Chapter II. 
It is assumed that, 
2 EI= 290,000 k-ft , 
EA= 1,073,000.00 k. 
Member stiffness matrix for each bar in its local axes is 
53650 0 0 -53650 0 
0 435 4350 0 -435 
K = I 0 4350 58000 0 -4-350 
-53650 0 0 53650 0 
0 -435 -4350 0 435 















Figure 6. Two-Bar System, Symmetrical Bent.Bar 
Also the fixed end stress vectors in local axes are 
Fcr~i = (0.0, 4.33, 12.52) 
FcrfL = (0.0, 4.33, -12.52) 
FcrfR = (-2.5, 0.0, -6.25) 
Fcr~i = (-2.5, 0.0, 6.25). 
c.c. 
The group stiffness and group load functions obtained by using these 
data in Computer Program No. 1 {Appendix) are given in Table I. 
The results are checked out and compare very well with those com-
puted from Tables 10-8 and 10-9 of Tuma and Munshi (1), which are 
presented in Table II. 
Example 2 
The elastic properties (end stiffnesses) and load f~nctions (fixed 
end stresses) for a circular constant section bar are to be computed. 
To illustrate the application of the program developed in Chapter II, 
this bar is replaced by a polygonal bar consisting of the chord lengths 
connecting points located at 1/10 the total length along the curve, 
Figure 7. 
The same values of EI and EA as used in Example 1 are also used for 
this 10-bar system. 
The segmental stiffness matrix in member axes for a typical bar is 
as shown below. 
23 
TABLE I 
EXAMPLE 1, RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAM NO. 
Left End Right End 
869.8 0.0 -4348.9 -869.8 0.0 4348.9 
0.0 72. 5 1255.7 0.0 -72.5 1255.7 
-4348. 9 1255.7 50744.6 -4348.9 -1255.7 -7244.9 
-869. 8 0.0 4348.9 869.8 0.0 -4348.9 
0.0 -72.5 -1255.7 o.o 72.5 -1255.7 
4348.9 1255.7 -7244. 9 -4348.9 -1255.7 50744.6 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
o)G _ 
Fol - {2.5, 6.6, 17.2} 
o)G _ 
FaR - {-7.5, 2.1, 10.9} 
TABLE II 
EXAMPLE 1, RESULTS FROM REFERENCE (1) 
Left End Right End 
870.0 0.0 -4350.0 -870.0 0.0 4350.0 
0.0 72.5 1255.8 0.0 -72.5 1255.8 
-4350.0 1255.8 50750.0 4350.0 -1255.8 -7250.0 
-870.0 0.0 4350.0 870.0 0.0 -4350.0 
0.0 -72.5 -1255.8 0.0 72.5 -1255.8 
4350.0 1255.8 -7250.0 -4350.0 -1255.8 50750.0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -










Figure 7. Ten-Bar System, Symmetrical Circular Bar 
24 
29.29' 
6837880 0 0 -6837880 0 
0 901 7066 0 -901 
K = 0 7066 73923 0 -7066 
-6837880 0 0 6837880 0 
0 -901 -7066 0 901 
0 7066 36962 0 -7066 
Fixed end stress vectors for bar No. 4 are as follows: 
Fa ~5 = ( 0. 0 , 5. 0 , 18. 6 4) 







The group stiffness matrix and group load functions are generated 
using Computer Program No. 1 (Appendix). 
25 
Table III shows these values which can be compared with the corres-
ponding values computed from Tables 10-12 and 10-14 of Tuma and Munshi 
(1), shown in Table IV. 
Example 3 
A geodesic dome of base diameter 150 ft. and 45 ft" high (as shown 
in plan view in Figure 3) is analyzed by Computer Program No" 2" The 
dome structure is considered as a space truss and it consists of six 
identical substructures. All the joints at the base are assumed to be 
pinned end supports. Group stiffnesses and group load functions for a 
typical substructure are developed by using equations derived in Chapter 
. III. 
The d.ome is analyzed for a uni form gravity 1 oad of 1 k/sft on the 
actual area. Figure 8 shows a substructure with joint loads computed 
from respective tributary areas. 
TABLE III 
EXAMPLE 2, RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PR_OGRAM NO. 1 
Group Stiffnesses 
GLLR GLR 
2 3 1 2 
1 23.971302 0.000000 -458.714308 -23.971302 0.000000 
2 0.000000 1.021301 72 .217742 -0.000000 -1.021301 
3 -458.714308 72.217742 15732.646697 458.714311 -72.217744 
GRL GRRL 
1 2 3 1 2 
1 -23. 9713-02 -0.000000 458. 714309 23.971299 0.000002 
2 0.000000 -1.021301 -72. 217742 0.000000 1.021301 


























EXAMPLE 2, RESULTS FROM REFERENCE (1) 
Left End Right End 
23.9 0 -461.09 -23.90 0 461.09 
0 1.02 71.85 0 -1.02 71. 85 
-461.09 71. 85 15835.75 461.09 -71.85 -5674.28 
-23.9 0 461.09 23.90 0 -461.09 
0 -1.02 -71.85 0 1.02 -71.85 
461.09 71.85 -5674.28 -461.09 -71. 85 15835.75 
o)G _ 
Fol - {9.08, 7.31, 20.72} o)G _ FoR - {-9.08, 2.69, 71.43} 
28 
Figure 8. Substructure I of the Dome Shown in Figure 2 
29 
The system stiffness matrix is constructed by superposition of all 
transf(?rmed substructure group stiffness matrices. Fixed end stress 
vector is set up by the superposition of transformed group load functions 
of each substructure. The app 1 i ed j:oi nt 1 oad vector J s al so set up by 
the superposition of an connecting joint loads wi,th proper transforma-
tion. The system equilibrium matrix equation is.written for those joints 
which are c.onnecting adjacent substructures as shown in figure 9. The 
unknown joint·deformation vector is obtained by solving the system 
equilibrium matrix equation. The known deformations of each substructure 
are substituted in Equation (3.2), for solving for interior joint deform-. 
ations. Finally, all member .forces and reactions are computed by using 
the i:nember force-deform~tion relationship. 
All substructure bqundary joint deformations are presented in 
Table V and the interior joint deformations of the substructure I are 
shown in Table VI. The final member stresses in a typical substructure 
are summarized in Table VII and the support reacti.ons in Table VIII. 











Figure 9. Substructure Boundary Joints 
31 
TABLE V 
SUBSTRUCTURE BOUNDARY JOINT DEFORMATIONS,FIGURE 7 
Joint 
Number X-Disp. V-Disp. Z-Disp. 
1 0.000000 -0.000000 -0.216258 
2 -0.031746 -0.000000 -0.261964 
3 -0.057029 -0.000000 -0, 216807 
4 -0.070657 0.000000 -0. 159325 
5 -0.014584 0.000000 -0.042307 
6 -0.015873 -0.027493 -0.261964 
7 -0.028514 -0.049388 -0.216807 
8 -0.035328 -0.061190 -0. 159325 
9 -0.007292 -0.012630 -0.042307 
10 0.015873 -0.027493 -0,261964 
11 0.028514 -0.049388 -0 0216807 
12 0.035328 -0.061190 -0. 159325 
13 0.007292 -0.012630 -0.042307 
14 0.031746 -0.000000 -0.261964 
15 0.057029 -0.000000 -0 .216807 
16 0.070657 -0.000000 -0. 159325 
17 0.014584 -0.000000 -0.042307 
18 0.015873 0.027493 -0.261964 
19 0.028514 0.049388 -0 .216807 
20 0.035328 0 .061190 -0. 159325 
21 0.007292 0.012630 -0 .042307 
22 -0.015873 0.027493 -0.261964 
23 -0.028514 0.049388 -0. 216807 
24 -0.035328 d .061190 -0. 159325 










INTERJOR JOINT DEFORMATIONS OF SUBSTRUCTURE I, 
FIGURE 6 
X-Disp. Y-Disp. Z-Disp. 
0.034448 0.009763 -0 .021846 
0. 046401 0.026790 -0.009544 
0 .0256 79 0.024951 -0.021846 
-0.016904 -0.015073 -0. 140511 
-0.021505 -0.007103 -0. 140511 




FINAL MEMBER STRESSES IN SUBSTRUCTURE I, 
FIGURE 6 
Member From To Axial Member From To Axial 
Number Joint Joint Force Number Joint Joint Force 
2 l -435.5762185 23 8 15 58.2736876 
2 3 2 -627.3663875 24 15 14 -647. 1357546 
3 4 3 -674. 9366381 25 8 14 -211.9581489 
4 5 4 -647.1357546 26 8 9 -590.4985033 
5 21 5 -437.8402026 27 7 9 -425.8343988 
6 21 20 0.0000000 28 7 10 -425.8343988 
7 20 19 0.0000000 29 6 10 -590.4985033 
8 19 18 0.0000000 30 6 4 -211.9581489 
9 18 17 0.0000000 31 4 10 -261.2757901 
10 17 16 0.0000000 32 10 9 -154.8369822 
11 16 15 -437.8402026 33 9 14 -261.2757901 
12 17 15 -281.5501713 34 14 13 -674.9366381 
13 17 8 -596.6250395 35 9 13 -213.3368859 
14 18 8 -443.5447351 36 9 11 -516.2025175 
15 18 7 -520.7355366 37 10 11 -516.2025175 
16 19 7 -520.7355366 38 10 3 -213.3368859 
17 19 6 -443.5447351 39 3 11 -410.3527044 
18 20 6 -596.6250395 40 11 13 -410.3527044 
19 20 5 -281.5501713 41 13 12 -627.3663875 
20 5 6 58. 2736876 42 11 12 -323.0359605 
21 6 7 198.2170523 43 11 2 -323.0359605 
22 7 8 198.2170523 44 2 12 -522.3295297· 
45 12 1 -435.5762185 
34 
TABLE VIII 
SUPPORT REACTIONS FOR SUBSTRUCTURE I, FIGURE 6 
Support 
Number X-Force Y-Force Z-Force 
16 -123.253118 -213.480663 361.854554 
17 -356 .654799 · -315. 889647 · 665.813964 
18 -433.581653 -275.682385 714.758759 
19 -455.538775 -237.651533 714.758759 
20 -451.895859 -150.927293 665.813964 
21 -246.506236 -0.000000 361. 854554 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The applicatton of group stiffnesses for analyzing single branch 
systems (polygonal shape frames) and multi-branch systems (complex frames 
and trusses) is investigated in this study. Group end stiffnesses of a 
polygonal bar system is established by taking two examples of single 
branch systems. A two bar system of constant cross section is considered 
to develop and verify the group end stiffnesses and group fixed end 
stresses.· Another example of a single branch system considere.d is a cir-
cular constant section bar. To illustrate the application of group 
stiffnesses, this bar is replaced by a polygonal bar consisting of the 
chord lengths connecting points. located at 1/10 the total length along 
the curve. A computer program No. l (Appendix) is developed to compute 
the end stiffnesses. as well as fixed end stress resultants of a planar 
polygonal bar. An attempt is also made to work with substructures in the 
case of multi-branch systems. A geodesic dome structure with si>< identi-
cal substructures is analyzed as a space truss dome. The group stiff-
nesses and group fixed end stresses are developed for a typical 
substructure and the same were used with proper axes transformation to 
synthesize the whole dome structure .. The computer program No. 2 (Appen-
dix) is written which accomplishes this and analyzes the dome and prints . 
35 
36 
out the final joint deformations, member forces and support reactions. 
The same truss dome is also. analyzed by using STRUDL II to verify the 
results of.the computer program No. 2. 
Conclusions 
The investigation of the extension of the application of group 
stiffnesses to the illustrative examples showed that the cqncept of group 
stiffnesses and group fixed end stresses can be applied to plane and 
space structures with appreciable accuracy. Further, that it is easy 
and convenient to work with substructures by developing group stiffnesses 
and group fixed.end stresses when the structural system has repetitive 
geometry. The first computer program can be easily modified to be suit-
able for a three dimensional, single branch system. 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • • • * * * 
* * 
* * * PROGR.AM # l 
* 
"' SINGL! BRANCH GR'JUP STIFFNESSES ANO GROUP LCAD FiJ"lCT 1()''5 
* 
* * L ANGUAG f USED FOIHRAN IV 
* DIGIT 41. MACHINE 
* PROGRAMMER 
18~ ?60 - 65 
MOHAMr~ED A·, RA.iOOF 
* • 








THIS PROGRAM DEVELOPS ~ROUP STIFF•ESSES A~D 
GROUP .LOAD FUNCTION OF SINGLE BRA'ICH POLYGOl';A. 
SHAPE FRAME MA)E UP JF STRAl$HT BARS OF CONSTA'jT 
CROSS SECTION, THE ILLUSTRATIVE fXAMPLES 1 & 2 











* • * *·* *. * * * * *. * * * * * * * * •• *. *. *. *. * * •• 




2FSLR l3, l J,,HR13, 11, FSRL ( 3, 11,W<ll 3, 11,F SRXI 3, ! 1, WRXI 3,11 ,FSX,13 ,11 
DIMENSION Tll3,31, T213,31, T313,11, T413,31, T5(3,!1, T613,ll 
l FORMAT I lOX , 15 I 
2 FORMAT l///,50X,' FIXED END STRESSES',//, 40X,'LEFT E~D 
i RIGHT END • , ·, .1 
5 FORMAT I lOAB l 
8 FORMAT 1/,!0X,'FIXED ENO STRESSES',2X,31FB.4,2Xl,9X,31F~.4,2XII 
9 FORMAT 1/, lOX, 'APPLIED JOINT L::JAD' ,2X,3IFB.4,2XI ,9X,31FB.~,2XII 
10 FORMAT ( ///,ZOX, 10.118 , I I 
20 FORMAT I 4F 10, 5 I 
25 FORMAT ( //, lOX, 'BAR ~',15,///,17X;'L""IGTH EA 
.1 lOX,' El '• lOX,' THETA ',//,10X,41Fl2.l,5XI 
30 FORMAT 16F8.4,6F5,21 
110 FORMAT ll Hl I 
120 FORMAT l////,40X,17HGROUP STIFFNESSES ,Ill/I 
130 FORMAT 135X,4tlGLLS,45X,3HGLR,///, 
l 22X, 1 l 1 ,13Xt'2',l5X, 1 3 1 , l7X, 1 1', 14X, 1 2 1 , 15X, 1 3 1 ,// 
140 FORMAT IIOX,11,5X,3(Fl3,6,2Xl ,5X,3 IF13.6,2X I I 
l5J FORMAT l///,35X,4H GRL,45X,4~G,RL,//, 
l 2 2 X, 1 1 • , l 3X, • 2 1 , l 5X, 1 3' , 1 7X, 1 l •, l 4X, 1 2 1 , l 5X,' 3 1 , I I 
153 FORMAT ( 1Hl,////,20X, ·' GROUP FIXED E'JD STRESSES •,///,15X, 
c 
• LEt-=T ~~D' ,//,2JX, 1 l' ,//1 
155 F~R•1AT (lt)X,ll,5X,F13.61 
l6J FOR.•AT l/l//,15X,' slGrlT END •,//,2UX,'l',//I 
l7J FOR'IAT l!OX,11,5X,Fl3.1>I 
c * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • # * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * 
C REIO NU~8!R OF P~09L!~S 
c * * ••• * * * * * * * * * .... * i:: .:Jt'<* 11,:!<:'_.Cf.- ... '" * ~· * * * * * :Jr • * 0: * * 
c 
c 
REA) I, l',PRBl~ 
!XI hlOO NUM = l 
Q•EAD0·5 ,.· TITLE·· 
PRl'1T no 
PR INT 10, T !TL!: 
,.-•:, 
"P"-dLM. 
c * * • .. • * * * *- *. * * * • *. • * * * • * * * ~ * * *" * =I\.-* -ic;. * ~ ,;.: * 
C READ P~JP!RTlfS 5~ FIRST BAR 
c * * * * ••• *· * • *: *· _ .... ._:;, .• ~~ * • * .. * * * * * * * * .. * *" • ,;; * * 
c 
c 
R~AO 20, XL, EA, El, TrlFTA 
EA = E JI • 100 .O 
MN c l 
PK[NT 25, "4N, XL , 1=:A, 1::1 , T~ETl 
PEAD 3J, IFS l R 11, l 1, l=l, 3 1, I FSRLI I, 11, l= 1..31, I-WLR ( 1, 11 , I= t, 31 , 
1 IWRLll,11,1=1,:H .· 
. PR !!'IT 2 
PRINT A, I FSLR(l,11,I=l,3 1, I FSRLII,ll,..I=l,J 
PRPH q, IWLRll,11,1=1,31, l WRUl,H,1:1,3-1 
CALL STIFF IXL,EA,EI,THFTA,SLLR.,SLR,SRRL,SRLI 
c. * ••• * •• *. * ••••• * -·. * ·-· •• * •• *. * * * * * * 
C ---- RfAD PROPERTIES OF NEXT BAR 
c •• *. *. *. * * * *. * * ••••.• * * * *. * * *. * * * *. * c 
c 
50 REAO 20, XL, EA, El, THETA 
IF IXLI 100,100,55 
55 READ 30,IFSPX(I,ll,I=l,31, IFSX<ll,ll,l=l,31,lli'tXll,11,I=l,31, 
1 IWXRll,11,I=l,3~ . 
MN = MN + l 
~A= EA * 100,0 
P~!NT 25, '1N, XL , EA, E'I , THETA 
PRINT 2 
PRI'H 8, I FSRXI 1,11,I=l,3 1, I FSXRll, ll,I=l,3 
PRI"IT 9, IWRX(I,11,l=l,31, I WXRll,ll,l=l,3 
CALL STIFF I XL ,EA ,El, THE TA ,SRRX,SRX, SXXR, SXRI 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C ---- CALClJLUE GROUP STIFFNESSES 
c * * * * * * * * * * •• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *·* * * ~ * * * * c 
CALL G'lPST~ I SLLR ,SLR,SRRL,SRL,SRRX,SRX,SXXR,SXR, 
FSL~, FS~L, FSRX, FSXR, WLQ. ,WR L ,W~ X, WXR, Tl, T 2, T3 ,.T4, TS, Tb 
CALL DUPL IT!, 5LLR, 3, 3 I 




CALL DUPL I T3 SRL , 3 , 3 
CALL DUPL I T4 , SP~L , 3 , 3 
CALL DUPL IT~ , FSLR, 3 , I 
CALL DUPL I Tb , FSRL , 3 , 1 
GU T'l SJ 
l 00 PP I NT 11 0 
PRINT 120 
PRINT 130 
DO 135 1=1,3 
135 i>lll'IT 140, 1,ISLLRll,Jl,J=l,31,ISLRll,Jl,J=l,:n 
PRINT 150 
DO 152 l=l,3 
152 PRINT.140, 1,ISRLll,Jl,J=l,31,ISRRLll,Jl,J=l,31 
PRINT 153 
DO 154 1=1,3 
154 PRINT 155, l,FSLRll,ll 
PRINT lbO 
DO lb5 1=1,3 





c • • • • • • • • • • • * * * * * • * • * * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
C ---- SUBROUTINE TO SET UP ME~BER STIFFNESS MATRIX 4~0 T>ANSFJR~ATIO~ 
c • • * • • * • • • * • • * • • * • * • • * • • • • • • • * * • * • • • 
c 
SUBROUTINE STIFF IXL,EA, E 1 1 THET A,S AA·B,S A~, S BBA, SBA I 
IMPLIC tT REAL * 8 I A-H ,O-Z I 
DIMENSION SAAB13,31,SABl3,31,SBBAI 3, 31,SBAI 3,31,WI 3,31 ,WTl3,31 
DI MENS-ION Xl3 ,31 . 
C -~- INITIALIZE 
.CALL ZERO ISAAB,3,31 
CALL ZERO ISAB ,3,31 
CALL ZERO I SBBA, 3, 31 
CALL ZERO ISBA 1 3 1 31 
CALL ZERO IW,3 1 31 
CALL ZE~O IWT,3,31 
CALL ZERO IX,3,31 
SAAB( 1,11 = EA/ XL 
SAABIZ,21 = 112,0 *El I I IXL**31 
SAABIZ,31 = lb.O * Ell I IXL•·*21 
SAAB13,21 = SAAB( 2,31 
S~ABl3,31 = 14.0. * Ell I XL 
SABll,11 = - SAABCl,11 
SAB12,21 = - SAABl2,21 
SABIZ,31 = SAABIZ,31 
SAB13,21 = - SAAB12,31 
SABI 3, 31 = I 2. 0 * E I I I XL 
SBBA.11,11 = SAABll,11 
SBBAIZ,21 = SAAB12,21 
S BBA 12, 31 = - SAABI 2, 31 
SBBAl3,21 = SBBAIZ,31 
c 
SHR~l3,1 I = SAARl3dl 
TH~ TA = T'"li:- Tt. * ;.14! 5~2:6535 
~11,11 =11C'15(THC.TAI 
wll ,21 =OSll\(THETAI 
WI 1,11 = - Wll,21 
w12,2-I = ~I l, 11 
W13,31 = !.J 
CALL TRA'l IW,,H,3,31 
CALL MUL T I SAAS, i<, X, 3, H 
CALL ZERO ISAAe,l ,31 
CALL MUL T I hT,X,Sll.A~,3,31 
CALL ZERG IX, 3, 31 
CALL Ml.IL T I SAB ,i< ,X ,3 ,31 
CALL ZERO ISAB ,3,31 
CALL HULT IWT,X,SAS,3,31 
~AIL TRAN (SA8,S3A,3,'I 
CALL ZE>O IX,3,31 
CALL MULT IS!!IU,w,X,3,31 
CALL ZFRO ISB~A,3,31 
CALL M~LT CwT,X,SBRA,31 31 
RETURN 
END 
I l a,J,1 
c •••• •.•••••••• * * ••••••••• * * * * ••••• *. 
C ---- SU!ROUTINE TO FORM GRt\JP STIFFNESSES 




SU!RCIUTI "IE GRPSTF I SLLR, SLO;,S~RL,SRL,SRRX ,SRX ,SXX R, SX R, 
1 FSLq, FSRL, FSRX, FSXR, tlLR, ol~L ,w<t X,WXR 1 01,02;D3·,D4,D5 ,Db 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8 I A-H,0-Z I 
OIMENSIO'I SLLRl3 1 3J,SL~l 3,31,SSRRl3,31,SRU 3 1 31,SRXl3,3l,SXRl3,31, 
1 SXXR13,'1,FSLP.B ,11,SFSR13,11,FSXRl3 1 l l,SWR 13, 11, 
2 SRRLI 3 1 31,XI 3,31,Y13,31,P13,11,ll13,ll 
OIMENSl!1'1 DSLRl3 1 31, SSRRll3,31,FSRL13,11,SR~X13,31 
DI ME!jS ION F Sill< 13 ,11 ,,.RLl3., l l.,WRX B, I l,~LR13, 11, W XR I 3, 11 
DIMENSION Dll 3,31, 0213,31, 0313,31, 0413,31, 0513 ,11, -0~ 13 ,11 
CALL AOSUB CSRRL,SRRX,SSRRl,3,3,+ll 
CALL ADSUB IFSRL,FSRX,SFSR.,3,1,+ll 
CALL ADSUB IWRL,WRX,SWR,3,1,+ll 
CALL INIIERT ISSRRI ,31 
CALL ZE<O IX,3,31 
CALL ZERO IY,3,31 
CALL ZE~O IP,3,11 
CALL lF.<0 IQ, 3, 11 
CALL DUPL ISLR,DSLR,3,31 
CALL MULT I SLR,SSRRI ,X,3,31 
CALL MJLT IX,SRL,Y,3,31 
CALL AOSUB ISLLP,Y, 01 ,3,3,-11 
CALL ZE<O IX,3,31 
CALL ZERO IY,3,31 
CALL MULT ISLR,SSR~l,X,3 1 31 





c * * c 
c * * c 
CALL MULT IX,S?X,Y,3,31 
CALL AOSUB (Y,Y, 02,3,3,0l 
CALL zcRo IX,3,31 
CALL lEsO (Y,3,31 
CALL MULT(SXR,SSK~I,X,3,31 
CALL MULTIX,SRL,Y,3,31 
CALL ZE~O I SRL,3,31 
CALL ADSU8 IY,Y, 03,3,3,0l 
CALL ZERO IX,3,31 
CALL ZERO (Y,3,31 
CALL MULT ISXR,SSRRl,X, 3, 31 
C~.LL MUL T ( X,SRX ,Y,3,31 
CALL ADSUB ISXXR,Y, 04 ,3,3,-ll 
CALL AJSUB ISFSR,SwR,P,3,1,-J l 
CALL MULT (DSLR,SS,RI,Y,3,31 
CALL M~LT IY,P,0,3,ll 
CALL AJSUB IFSLR,Q, 05 ,3 ,1,-l l 
CALL ZE>.O IY,3,31 
CALL ZERO IP,3,ll 
CALL ZERO 10,3 ,11 
CALL ADSUB ISFSR,SW>.,P,3,1,-ll 
CALL MULT ISXR,SSRRl,Y,3,31 
CALL MULT IY,P,Q,3,ll 
CALL ADSUB IFSXR,Q, Ob ,3,1,-11 
RETURN 
END 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * 
SUBROUTINE PRNT TO PRINT MATRIX X OF M RCWS A"D N COLUMNS 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •. * * * * 
SUBROUTINE PRNT (X,M,Nl 
IMPLICIT REAL * 6 t A-H,:J-Z 
DI ME'ISION X(M,Nl 
DO 10 l=!,M . 
10 PRINT 20, 1,IX( 1,J l,J=l,!11 l 
20 FORMAT (//,lOX,11 ,5X,3(0l3.o,2Xl l 
RETURN 
c * * c 
c 





* * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
SUBROUTINE MULT TO MULTIPLY TWO MATRICES XI~ 
YIM X NI AND STORE THE PRJOUCT AS Z(M X NI 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "SUBROUTINE MULT IX,Y,Z,M,NI 
lMPL IC IT REAL * 8 I A-H,.o~z l 
OJ'MENSI.ON XIM,Ml ,YIM,Nl ,ZIM,flll 
DO 100 1=1,M 
DO BO J=l ,N 
TEMP =O. 0 
oo ·so K=l,M 
TEMP= TEMP+Xll,Kl * Y(K,Jl 
Zll,Jl = TEMP 
CONTINUE 
* * * * * * * * X Ml, 





c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C SUB,•IJTI~" hUSJd TJ ~JOIX+Yl '.JR SUBTRA:r (X-YI UR 
C Hl C>iANGE SIGN )F MURIX X AND STORE RfSJLT AS l ( ,• X N l 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * #  
SUBROUTINE ADSUB (-<,Y,Z,M,N,ISIGNI 
IMPLICIT ~HL * 3 I A-H,0-l I 
DIMENSl"J"l Xl~,NJ.,Yl•,~l,l(~,~l 
IF (ISIGNI ii),40 0 7J 
10 DO 30 l = I ,>I 
DO 20 J =1, N 
2J ZII ,JI"= X( I ,JI - Y(I ,JI 
3J CilNTPn° 
GO TO lJ,J 
4u on bu I =l ,M 
DO 50 J=l,~ 
50 lll ,JI= -XI 1,Jl 
60 CONTI r .. uF 
GO TO- lUO 
7u DO qo 1=1,M 
Du 80 J:1,~ 
BJ lll,Jl=X(l,Jl + Y(l,Jl 
9,J CONT I NUE 
100 RETURN 
E'-ID 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  SUBR:JUT l'-1 E TRA!II TO TRAN SPJ SE XI M X NI AS Yl1' X Ml 
c * * * * * • * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c 
SUBROUTINE T,AN IX,Y,M,'11 
IMPLICIT OfAL * d I A-H,0-l 
OIMENSlfJN Xl'1,Nl ,YIN,Ml 
00 20 l=l,M 
DO 10 J=l ,N 
10 YI J , l l = XII , J l 
zj CONT !NJ E 
RETUR'I 
END 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ * C SUBROUTINE ZERO TQ MAKE ALL ELEMENTS OF 
C ~ATRIX X(M X NI ZERO 
c * .. * 
10 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * *"* * * *. * * SUBROUTINE ZEPC IX,~,l'<l 
IMPL [CIT ~EAL * 8 l A-H,o-z l 
DIMENSION XIM,Nl 
DO 10 [=l,M 
00 10 J=l,N 






c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C SUBROUTINE OUPL TO DUPLICATE MATRIX Y AS X(M X ~l 
c * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * • * 
SUBROUTINE OUPL (X,Y,M,N) 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8 I A-H;a-z 
DIMENSION XIM,Nl,Yl~,'ll 
DO 10 l=l,M 
DO 10 J=l,N 




c * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * ·* * * * -. * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * c SUBROUTINE INVEqJ TO REPLACE XIM x Ml AS ITS I~vfn 
c * * ~ * * * * * * * •·• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * c 
SUBROUTINE INVERT IX,Ml 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8 I A-H , 0-Z l 
DIMENSION XIM,MI 
DO 60 r,,1,M 
S=l • 0/XII ,1 l 
DO lO·J=!,M 
10 XI I , JI =XI 1, J l * S 
Xf I , I l = S 
DO bO J=l ,M 
IF IJ .EQ. II GO TO 1>0 
S=X!J,11 
XIJ,11=0.0 
00 50 K=l ,M 





























































PROGRAM # 2 
MULT!BRANCH GROUP STIFFNESSES AND 
GRUJP LDAD FUNCTIONS Of A S~ACE T~USS 
LANGUAGE US ED FORTRAN IV 
DIGITAL MACHINE IBM 360 - 65 
PROGRAMMER MDHAMMEO A. RA•OQ f 
DES:RIPTION OF PROGRAM 
THIS PROGRAM DEVELOPS GROJP ST !Ff NESS ES AND 
GROUP LJAO FUNCTIONS Of EAC~ SU8STRlJCTURE AND 
CONNECTS ALL SUBSTRJCTuRES OF THf SPACE TRUSS. 
CAL.:ULATES JOINT DEFORMATIONS OF CONNECTION NODfS A~D 
ALL OTHER NODES AND COMPUTES ALL M<MBEK END ACTIO"IS 
AND SUPPORT REACT IO"IS • 
THE ILLUSTRAT! VE EXAMPLE # 3 (CHAPTER IV ) HAS BfEN 
SOLVED o!TH THIS PRJGRA~. 
l'lPlJT PARAMETERS: 
PRUdLE M TITLE 
NJT , NMEM , NSPRTS , 'liJ, , 
JN. R • THETA. l(JNI 
MN, JOINTJIMNI , JJINTK(MN) 
LN l LOAO l'lG ~U~BH ) 
LOAD TITLE 
JN , FX, FY , FZ 
JN , WX , WY , WZ 
NSUBRS ( :oNT~r-L DATA ) 
l JQ!~f CJORD!l\!Afc DOTA I 
, AF l MNI l MEMB!cR. DAT A I 
Jul <,T STRES SFS 
JOnT LJAOS I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 








































'.JIM[~S[l•'< TITL• llJ I 
il!1' 0 >1SIJ>; SI '>"l,'>31,Xl2ll ,Yl2!l ,ZlZll ,J11lNTJ(45 I ,J:lPHKl~5J, 
AE (45), FS (6~, l ,. w l 63, l I, s~ l 6, 6,. S~J l 75, 751, GS! 27, n, , 
GTE:-tP( 12 ,121, TCr.'Pl (15, 18), TEMP2 (12 ,~ .3) ,T EMP3 (1,::-. ),T FMt.>4(3, 1 J, 
TF.MP'5(12,1),T;=MP,~(2'i-,l), . 
FS 1115 , ' I , FS 2 (ls,! I, FS 3 l 12, 11, • 21 18, l , •. ;Fs l 27, ! I, VY( ,_a, 11 , 
C( !5,!l ,Ell2,11,VJST(75,ll ,VLl7"> ,11 
Dl~~NS!nl< GTE~Pll24,24l, SG( 27,?71 
DIMENSl'Jl\l RG<Sl27,' I , ~i<(27,27l 
DlME'lqJ~ ST2:( ld,151,STZ3l l8,l?I ,SJZ llil,lt!l ,t,LP!-i!(I ~,11, 
rl~T \ l 18, l ) , GA ~Al l <l, 11, cl'.' Lr ALI ! 5, [I , )~L TM l l 2, 11 ,De L TAMI l 8, l I 
;JJM="ISIO"l U!63,11, <EACfXl211, REACTY(211, RfACTll2ll 
1!1' 0 'JSJ:i"1 SAV 0 ll3,241, SAVFlTl24,31,SAVE2l3,12l,SAVr2'(120!-I 
DATA ONE , Pl , SUTY , H~J 
I l.JOJ'J, j.l~t5-;26535dQ79300l.l,60.0D00,!30.00JJ 
FGHUT ! !JA3 I 
FOR~AT ( lH! I 
FOR~AT l/1, IOX, lJAB 
FOP MAT 110.11., 515 I 
FOPMAT l 1/,lOX, •JtJINT CJDR.Dl'<ATE DATA , POLAR COOPDl'JAT':5', 
//,!OX,• JT. ¥ RADIUS TH 0 ro 
z-c,10~0. • ,11 
FORMAT !///, !JX, 2lHJAT4 FJ{ SUBSH,J:TUQ= ,// ,lOX,12~(.0f<TRuL DATA 
,11,&BH NJ.JTS. ~J."EMS. ~J.SUPHS. ~Jo!J" 
-JO.SlBST~S,//,!lX,IS,'.l.<,I5,7X,1'5,9X,15,6X,I5,// I 
FOR>UT (lOX, 15,5X, 3F!Oo6 ) 
FORMAT l//,lOX,?lHJDINT COORDINATE DATAl/,70H JT.~:J. 
X-CJORO. Y-cOORO. Z-C'JORO. , I I 
FORMAT l/, llX, 15 ,5X, 31 lPDl 5. 6, 5XI I 
FOR~AT ll0X,31~,5X,F20o6 I 
FQR'IAT l//,10X,,9HM!:'18ER INclDENCES A'iD MFMB<O PCOPEf-Tl"S/1, 
49H ME"lo"JD. FP.JM T1 JT. A" ,/ I 
FORMAT (/,1iJX,1'5,5X,15,3X,15,6X,lPOl5.b J 
FORMAT 1///, 10X, l9HAPPLIEJ J1!NT LOADS,/, ' JT.N'J. ' 
7X, 'X-LOAD Y-LOAO Z-L,AD '/) 
F[lR~AT ( ///,lOX,l4HSU5STkllCTU~E o,13 I 
FnP'~ AT I !OX, 15 I 
FORMAT 11/,lOX,!OH LCADING t,15,//1 
FOP'IH l IHl,///,lOX,6--iJT. II ,2X, !3H X-DISP. ,5X, 
'Y-DISP. 2-'.J!SP. •,II I 
FORM4T { /, llX,13, 4X, 3( Fl0e6 t 5X 
FOR~IT ! ////,1JX,'~~M.~J.',3X,'FR~M TO JOINT AXIAL' 
•FOR.CF• , II ) 
F'JR"\~T l 12X,3l12,7XI, Fl4o7 I 
FOR'4AT ,1Hl,////,10X, 1 SUP:lJ~T •JJ.•,i;x,• X-FO~CE t ,3X, 
Y-F:JF..Cf • ,11.., 1 l-F'J~C':: ',II I 
FOF."IAT l 13X,l2,l!X,3lfl2.6,3X I I 
FOR"IAT ( ////,lJX, '***** i::RR.')~ *****',/) 
;fAQ & ~CHO TJTL~ 



















PR INT IJ; TITLE 
REA<l 6 ECHO CONT~IJL DAH 
PEAD 20, NJT ,NMEM, I\IS PkTS,111 lJ F, NSUBO S 
PR I NT30, !\IJT ,NME ~, 'ISPR TS,"' J!', NSUSRS 
!110 = 3 * NJT 
NN = NJT - INSPHS • r,1Jc I 
'II = (NN• ll / 2 
L 3 * INN - NI 
"I = 3 * N 
M = 3 * NI JF 
K = N + L 
JMS = 3 * INSUBRS * (L/31 + I I 
NP 1 = N + \ 
NPl'Pl = N+M+l 
READ 6 ECHO JOI"IT COORDI"IATE DATA 
PIOH80 = Pl I H80 
PR! "IT 25 
00 45 I = l , NJ T 
READ 40, JN, R , THETA ,Z(J"ll 
PRINT 60, JN, R, THETA , ZIJNI 
THET AR = THETA * P 1JH80 
XIJNI = R * OCOSITHETAR 




00 55 JN = 1 , "IJ T 
PRINT 60, JN, XIJNI, YIJNI, ZIJNI 
READ 6 FCHO MEMijER OA TA ANO MEMBER PROPER Ti ES 
00 65 I = l , NMEM 
READ 70, MN, JCI NTJIMNI, JOlr.iTKIMNI,. AEI.MNI 
PRINT 5 
PR INT 80 
00 75 MN= 1 , NMEM 
PRl~T 90,MN, JO!NTJIMNI, JO!NTKIMNI, AFIMNI 
SET UP SU6STRUCTURE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
1 NIT I ALI ZE 
CALL ZERO I S,ND,NDI 
MEMBFR ST!FFNfSS l'ITR!X 
fJO lJO MN = 1 , NME>I 
JMN = JCl!NTJIMNI 
K~N = JO["ITKIMNI 
OX= XIKM~l - XIJ~Nl 
DY = YIKMN I - YI JMNI 
Ol = ZIKMNI - ZIJ~Nl 
XL= OSQRT IDX*DX • DY*DY + DZ*DZ I 
ex = OX I XL 
CY DY I XL 




















AEOL = ftE('!~I I XL 
CALL "F"ISTF l~~,CY,CZ,A:OL,SM 
•re ·~··•d<P ST !Ff<j':S, ~4r~,x TO SUi!ST~UcTURE STIFF. l'->TP[ X 
JSHIFT = ' * I J'l'l-ll 
KSH!FT = ~ * IK~~-11 
;)I) '15 JJ = l , 3 
Of1 'i 5 ,(r( = l , ' 
Jl JSH!l'T· • JJ 
J2 = JSH[FT + K;{ 
Kl = KSHIFT + JJ 
K2 = KSHIFT + KK 
SIJ1,J21 = SI Jl,J2l • S'41JJ,KKI 
SIKl,K21 S(Kl,KZI + S"11JJ+3,KK+31 
SH! ,J21 = SI K! ,J?I • S'IIJJ+3 ,KKI 
SIJl,K21 = SIJl,<21 • S~IJJ,l(Nl+31 
CGtiT I NUF 
CONTI f'llF. 
ELl'III\IATF [,;TERIOK JOINTS iJF THE SUBSTRUCTURE 
SUBSTRU::TUl<E STIFF. MATRIX I Gl!OUr STIFFNESSES 
CALL GRPSTF I S, N), L, M, 111, GS, TEMPI, TEMP2,STZI,ST23,S).21 
CONN.ECT ALL SUi!STRUCTUll.ES 
SET UP JOINT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
KM:! = K - 3 
CALL ZfRO ISMJ,JMS,JMSI 
CALL ZERO IGT!MP,L,LI 
CALL ZERO IGTE14Pl,K'13,KM3l 
CALL ADSM IS~J,JMS,JMS,GS,K,K,l ,1 
~S = NSUBRS - l 
JSHIFT = 4 
00 180 I = 1 , 'IS 
THFT A = I * S !XTY 
CALL R.OTATE I GS , K, THETA, SG, Ril I 
CALL itM!VS:"1 ., ·sG , K. , !(. , TEMP.3 , 3 , 3 , l , 1 ) 
CALL AilSM I S"J,J'1S,JMS, TE'IP3 , 3,3, l , 
JSH(FT· = JSHIFT • ·12 
If I JSt<!FT .FQ. 64 I G] TO 150 
CALL K ... VS'I I SG , k,K, GTEMP1,K,i3,KM:l, 4 , 41 
CAL.L AOSM I SMJ,JMS,JMS,GTEOl!Pl ,KM3,KM3, JSl:HFT , JSHIH I 
CALL R"IVS"I I SG,K,K, SAVEl,3, 24, ! , 4 I 
CAlL AJSM I SMJ,J'!S,JMS, SAVEl,3,24, 1 , JSt<IFT 
CALL TUN I SAV::1, SAVElT, 3, 24 I 























GO TO 180 
CONTI~UE 
CALL R"IVSM l SG ,K, K, GTEMP, L, L , 4, 4 
CALL AOSH l SMJ ,JMS,JHS, GTEMP , L , L, &4 , 64 
CALL RMVS'! I SG, K,K, GTEMP , L,L, lb , lb I 
CALL ADSM I S~J ,JMS,JMS, GTEMP , L,L, 4 , 4 I 
CALL RHVSM l SG,K,K, GTEMP,L,L, 4 , 16 I 
CALL AOSM I SMJ,J"IS,JMS, GTEMP,L,L, "64, 4 
CALL RMVSM l SG,K,K, GTEMP,L,L, 16 , 4 I 
CALL AOSM 1- S"J,JMS,JMS, ~TEMP,L,L, 4 , 64 
CALL RMVSM I SG,K,K, SAVE2,3, 12, 1, 4 I 
CALL AOSH I S~J,JMS,JMS, SAVE2,3,12, I , 64 I 
CALL TRAN l SAVE2, SAVE2T, 3, 12 I 
CALL AOSM I SMJ,JHS,JMS, SAVE2T,l2,3, 64 ,-
CALL RMVSM I SG,K,K, SAVEZ ,3 ,12, I , !~ I 
CALL ADSM I SMJ,JMS,JMS, SAVE2,3,12, ·l , 4 
CALL TRAN I S AVE2, SAVf2T , 3 , l Z I 
CALL AOSM I SMJ,JMS,JMS, SAVEZT,12,3., 4 , 1 I 
CONT !NU~ 
SYSTEM- STIFFNESS ~AHIX ' SMJ ' 
THETA = SIXTY 
CALt ROTATE I SG, K , THETA, SG ,RI! I 
JOINT STRESSES & APPLIED JOINT LOA!>S 
LOA.DHlG NUMBER 
READ 205, LN 
IF I LN .EQ. 0 I ·Ge TO 9999 
PEAD. & ECHO LOAD TITLE 
READ 1, TITLE 
PRINT 5· 
PR INT 21 O, LN 
PRl MT 10, T ITL.E 
READ JOI NT STRESSES 
CALL ZERO IVJST,JMS, 11 
CALL ZERO lVL, JMS ,11 
mi 500 I = 1 , 111 SUBR S 
!NIT IALIZE 
CALL ZERO 1FS,ND,11 
DO 215 NJ = 1 , "lJT 
READ 40, Jill , FX , FY , FZ 
JRO~ = 3 * lJN - 1 I 
FSIJRO~+ 1, 11 = FX 
FSIJ~OW+2,11 = FY 
FSIJR011>3,11 = FZ 
CONTINUE 
ECHO JCI NT ST RES SES 
INITIALIZE 











CALL ZERC IW,NC~I 
00 240 'liJ = 1 , NJT 
~EAO 4J, JN, WX, ~y, NZ 
wz = -wz 
JROII = 3 • I JN-11 
~(JK~W+t,11 = WX 
wlJ~n .. +,,!I = .,y 
WIJ~OW+3,ll • Wt 
COUlt\iUE 
fCHO APPLIEC JCl!'iT LOADS 
PRl'IT 125, I 
PRINT 145 
JN = 0 
00 250 11 = l , 'ID , 3-
Jli = Jl'i+! 
P~l'lT 60, J•~,wlll,ll-,•lll+l,1-1,>Hll+Z,11 
CONTINUE 
IF I I .NE. 1 I GO TJ 3.l.J 
!Iii IT !ALI ZE 
CALL ZERO IYY,M,11 
CALL ZF.PO IC,N,11 
CALL ZEHl 1":',L,11 
CALL RMVSM _IFS,illD,1,FSl,N,1,1,11 
CALL RMVSM IFS,IIID,1,FS2,M,1,NPldl 
c·ALL RMVS'I. (FS,'10, 1,FS3,L,1,NPMP1,11 
CALL RMVS'4 IW,ND,1,WZ,H,l,NPl,11 
CALL AOSU8 IFS2,w2,YY,M,1,-ll 
CALL HULT ITEMPl,YY,C,N,H,11 
CALL AOSUB IFSl ,C-,C,111,1,-11 
CUL '4UL T I TE"IPZ,YY,F ,L,M,11 
CALL ADSUS IFS3,E,E,L, l,c.11 
CALL ZERQ IGFS,K,11 
SET IJP GROOP FIXED END STRESSES 'IAT~IX" GFS" 
CALL ADSM IGFS,K,1,:,N,1,1,ll 
CALL ADS" IGFS,K,1,f,L,l,'lPl,ll 
SET UP JOI NT STRESS VfCTOR " VJST " 
CALL AOSM IVJST,JMS, 1,GFS,K,1,1,11 
CALL DUPL I GFS , R,.;Fs , K , 1 ·1 
GO. TfJ 360 
CONT INUf 
PRl'jT 5 
l'IO'lf = I - I 
THETA= 1'10 .. F. • SIXTY 
CALL ~OTATE I SG , K, THETA, SG, RR-
CALL ~Ll.T ( Joi~ , i°4.Gc:.s, .'.i.FS, K,K, 11 
Ct.LL ZERO ITF.MP4, 3, 11 
CALL l FRO IT~ MP5, L ,11 
CALL Z~~~ (TFMP6,KM3,tl 
CALL RMVSM IGFS,K,1,TC.MP4,3,l,1,11 
CALL AJS~ (VJST,J~S,l,TEMP4,3,l,1,ll 


















IF ( I ,F'l • 2 
IF I I • FQ • ~ 
"IF I I , "Q• 4 
IF ( I • fl.). 5 
IF I I , f C. 6 
IF I I •GT• 6 
GO TJ 9999 
.:;o rn ,10 
GJ T 1} 320 
GC TG 33J 
GO TO 340 
Grl T'l 350 
?Ql~T 9.JOJ 
CALL AOSM IVJST,J~S,l,T"MP6,KM3,l ,15,l l 
GO TJ 360 
CALL ADSM (VJST,JMS, 1,TEMP6,K'~3, 1, 28, ll 
GO TO 360 
CALL ADSM (VJ5T,JMS, l,T"MP6,KI0,1. ,40,!I 
GO T J 3!>0 
CALL AOSM (VJST,Jl'S,l,TEMP6,KM3,l,52,ll 
GD TJ 360 
CALL RMV5M (GFS,K,!,TE'1P5,L,l,4,ll 
CALL ADSM IVJST,JMS,l,EMP5,L,l ,64,! l 
CALL RMVSM ( GFS,K,l, TEMPS, L, l ., 16, 
CALL ADSM (VJST,JMS,1,TEMPS,L,1,4,l l 
GO TO 3 80 
C.ONT l~Uf 
CONT I NUE 
SET UP APPLIED JJINT LOAD VECT~R 
CALL ZE~C ITEMP6 ,Kl'3 ,11 
CALL RMVSM lw,ru,1,TEMP4,3,l,1,ll 
CALL ADSM IVL,JMS,1,TEMP4,3,t,l,ll 
CALL RMVSM lw,ND,1,TEMP5,12,l,4,l l 
CALL ADSM (TEMP6,KM3,l,TEMP5,L,1,1,ll 
CALL ZERO ITEMP5,L,l l 
CALL RMVSM IH,ND,l,TEMPS,L,l ,34,l l 
CALL ADSM ITEMP6,.KM3,l,TE~P5,L,l,13,ll 
IF I I ,NE, l l GO TO 4v0 
CALL ADS'1 IVL,J~S,l,TfMPo,KM3,l ,4,!I 
GO TO 500 
IF ( I • EQ. 2 
IF I I .EQ, 3 
IF I l • EQ • 4 
IF ( I ,EQ. 5 
IF I I ,EiJ, 6 
IF I I ,GT• 6 
GO TCl 9999 
GO TO 410 
GO TO 420 
GO TO 430 
GO TO 440 
GO T1 405 
PR I 'Jr 9000 
CALL ADSM (VL,JMS,l,Tc.~p5,L,1,4,ll 
CALL ZERO (TEMP'i,L,11 
CALL PMVSM (T-=:t-tPO,KM3.,t,.l"EMP5,L,1,1,!} 
CALL ADSM IVL,J~S,1,TEMP5,L,1,64,ll 
GO TO 5u0 
CALL ADSM ( VL,J,~S,1,TfMP6,KM3 ,1,16,11 
GO TO 500 
CALL ADSM (VL,JMS,1,TEMP6,KM3,1,28,1) 
GO TD 500 
CALL ADSM (VL,J~S,1,TEMP6,KM3,l,40,ll 



















CALL AOSM (VL,Jil>'S,l,Tt.M?ti,K~H,1,5.2,lJ 
CP.~JT 1\1 UF 
SlJLV E FO, OEFJ~~ \T [ AS I CO~NEC :ING ~JDE S 
SMJ • Oil + VJST • vL 
CALL \DSUB (VL,vJST, vl ,J"S,1,-11 
Cllll Z~RO I VJST,JMS,l> 
CALL DF.co·~p I sv.J, J~S 
CALL S!lLVF. I S~J, VL , vJST, JJ\!S l 
Pr'" I .\iT 5! 0 
JN = u 
DC 515 
JN = JN + 
t , J"S , 3 
P~l~T 520 , Jiit, VJST(I ,ll, VJSHl+l,11, VJSTll+2,l I 
Cl'NT INUE 
OLL R~VSM (VJST,75,1,JeLTAL,15,1,l,l I 
CALL R.IWSM (VJST,75, 1,J!:LTA~,!2,l ,16,1 I 
CA LL ~ULT I ST 21, DELT 4L, ALP HA, l B, 15, 1 I 
CALL MULT ( ST23,Ll!:LTA~ 1 RE-T4,1A,'l2 1 1. ) 
CALL MUL T I s~z. YY, GAMA, 18, 13,1 I 
CALL AOSU6 ( ALPHA, dETA, RETA, 18, l, +l l 
CALL A:)SUB I BF.TA, GA~A, OELTAM, 18, l, +l I 
CALL ADSUB I DEL TA~,DFL TAS ,DEL TAM, !B, 1, 0 l 
PRINT 5 
PRINT 510 
JN = 0 
DC 550 I=! ,!B,3 
JN.:: JN+-1 
PRl'H 520, JN, DELU,~(1,11, QELTAM(l+t,11, DELTAM(l+2,ll 





~RI 'IT 5 
P? PH 560 
u, 63, ! ) 
U,63 ,1, :J!:LTAL,15,·l,l -,l ) 
U,63,1, Dt::LT!\M,18,1, 16,l 
U,63, 1, lJELTAK, 12, 1, 34., l 
SOLV!' FCR ~ENHf? E~D FOOC~S & lEACTIONS 
1~(1 555 r 1, 21 




iJJ 710 MN = l , NM!' M 
J~N JJl~TJ(MNI 


















JJ 3 • I JMN - l I 
Jo< 3 • I KMN - l I 
DX= XIKMNI - XIJMNI 
UY=· YlKMNI - YIJMNI 
OZ= ZIKMNI - ZIJMNI 
XL DSQRT I DX*DX + UY*DY + DZ *DZ I 
ex = DX/XL 
CY = DY/XL 
CZ CZ/XL 
AEOL = AFll'NI I XL 
CALCULATE MEMBE< AXliL FORC, 
FM = AEOL·•c-cx~(JJ+l, ll-CY•UIJJ+?,ll-CZ*UIJJ+3,ll 
+CX*UIJK+l,11 +CY*UIJK+2 ,! J+Cl*UIJK+3,l I 
IF I MN .LT• 6 I FM = Z*FM 
lF I MN .EQ,11 I FM= 2*FM 
If ( "1N .EQ.24 I FM= Z*FM 
IF I "N .EQ.34 I FM = 2*F~ 
IF ( MN .EQ.41 I FM• 2*FM 
IF I "1N .FQ.45 I FM = 2*F"1 
PRINT bill, MN, JOHITJ(MNI, JOIN-TK(~~I, FM 
CA LC ULA TE RE AC Tl O'lS 
IF I JMN .LT, lo I GJ T') 700 
I= Jl'N 





REACTXIII - FM* ex 
R EACTYI 11 - F'I * CY 
REACTZl~I - FM* CZ 
DU 725 I = lb, 21 
PRl~T 720, 1, RFA:TXIII ,RFACTYlll ,REACTZIII 
CONTINUE 
PR! NT 5 
GC TO 200 
STOP 
ENO 
SUB~OJTINE MULTIPLY TWO ~ATRICES 
SUBROUTINE MULT IX,Y,Z,M,N,K.I 
IMPLICIT REAL* BI A-H, D-Z I 
DIM!NSIDN XI~,~~ YIN,KI, ZIM,KI 
DO- l 00 I =· 1 , 'I 
00 800 J = l , K 
TEMP • a.a 
D.0 51l0 L =· l , N 
TEMP= TEMP+ Xll,LI * YIL,JI 
Zll,JI = TEMP 


















SLIB'<llUTl:,E ADD SUt!M,\T~(X mm A LARGE ~ATRIX 
SUURLJUT[NE AOS~ ( X,M,~,1,[,J,K,L I 
l"PLIC: IT RF~L * d I A-H , 0-l I 
OIM:ZNSIGN Xl'l,NJ, Y 11,JI 
KK ·= K 
OCl ZOO 11 = l , I 
LL= L 
DO l JO JJ = l , J 
Xll,i<,LLI = XI KK,LLI + YI II ,JJI 
LL = LL + 1 
CCNTINUf. 




SUl!~1UTINE: REM.JVE oLIS'IAT·RU FPD'I A LARG': "AT~IX 
SURR'.lUTINf: H•VS.., I X,M;N,Y,I ,J,K,L I 
IMl'LIC IT REAL * 8 I A-H , 0-Z I 
Dl"!i:NSIOl'l Xl",''11 , Y(l-,JJ 
KK = K 
00 1 JO 11 = 1 , I 
LL= L 
DO 200 J J = 1 , J 
Ylll,JJI = Xli<K,LLI 
LL= LL+ 1 
CONTIN'JE 




SUDROUTI >IE PRNT I X, M,r.. 
SUBROUTINE PPNT I X.,M,N 
IMPLICIT RE AL * d I A-rl, 0-Z ' lllME"ISl'.JN XI ..,,~I 
K = l 
KK = 8 
IF I KK ,GT. N I Ki< = N 
PRl'H 1 
PP INT 5J, IL, L=K, KK 
DO lv I = l . 
PRl'IT 20, 1,1 
CONT INUF 
IF I KK ,EQ, 
K : Kl<.+1 
KK = KK•S 
~ 
XI I ,JI, J = K 
N ) GG TO 200 
IF I KK .GT• !II I KK = N 
GO TO lJO 
FORMAT I IHI 
, KK I 























sus•.DUT! lliF i SET UP MEMBER ST !FF~ 0 ,s .~AH IX 
SU BR JUT l'l E MEMSTF ( C X,C Y,CZ .~EGL, Sl 
I MPL!C IT Rf AL * :'I ( A-H , 0-l l 
DIMENSION S< 6,61 
CALL Z ERrJ IS, 6, 6 l 
SET UP SPACE T~uSS ~EMBER STIFFNESS ~~T~IX AND ,~TATIJ~ SATllX 
Q. ns~RT 1cx•cx + :z•cz I 
IF IQ ,LT, l,OD-J4 l GO TO 200 
S<' ,ll = AH'L • ex " ex 
S(l,21 AEDL * CX* CY 
511,3) • Af:OL * ex * Cl 
SI 2, 11 • S 11 , 2 l 
S 12, 2 l ~ EOL * CY * CY 
512,31 • AcOL *CY* Cl 
SI 3, 11 • Sll,31. 
513,2) 5(2,3) 
S(3,3l AEOL * CZ * CZ 
DD 100 I • l , 3 
00 l 00 J = l , 3 
ST= Sil ,Jl 
SI I,J+31 • - ST 
Sll+3,Jl•-ST 
S(l+3,J+3l = ST 
CONT!~UE 
GO TCl 300 
ST = AEDL * CY *CY 
SI 2,21 • ST 
515,2) • -ST 
512,Sl • -ST 




SUBROUTINE: TO SET UP GROJP STIFFNESS MATRIX 
SUB,WLIT!NE GRPSTF I S,ND,L,M,N,GS,T~MP1,TFMP2,S2?21,52223,S22 
IM~LICIT REAL* 8 I A-H, 0-Z I 
DIMENSIJN 5163,63),Slll 15,151,512115,181 ,S! 311~ ,121 ,521<!~,151, 
52 2 ll 8 ,1 B I , 52 3 118, 12 1, 531 I l 2, 15 l, S 3 2 I 12, 181 , S 3.? I l Z, l 21, 
GS(27,27J ,TEMP11 t5,181 ,TEMP2112 ,i,JI ,A115 ,15 l,H115,!<. l,O(l2,12 l, 
BTl12,15 l,XI 15,lBl,ll 12, l.81 
D!ME~SION S2221 lld,151, 52223118,121 
K = N + L 
INITIAL! ZE 
CALL ZE~O (A,N,~I 
CALL ZERO 18,N,L} 
CALL ZERO ID,L,LI 
c 
c 
CALL Zf•O l2T,L,~l 
Ct.LL lF.i:;"() (T~"'Pl,l\ 1 '-'11 
CALL l E~C' ( '!' ::_r1.I' 2, L, ·-4 I 
CALL ZFRC {GS, K, KI 
CALL lF~O (X,~,~I 
CALL Zf'..J ll,L .~ l 
;;pl = "' + l 
NPMP 1 • N+~+ l 
CALL RMVS~ CS,NiJ,'\IC,Sll,N,N, 1 1 l ) 
:ALL A..MVStol CS,I\D,ND,c;J2,r,hM,!,NPl I 
CALL RMVS"' IS,N·l,'.D,Sl3,N,L,1,NP"IP11 
CALL R~SM (S,\i:J,"-lC,521,M,:\il,NPl,1 I 
CALL RMVSM IS,N1,ND,522,M,M,NPl,NPl I 
C~LL RMVS'! IS,'l:J,t;D,S23,M,L,NP1,NPMPU 
CALL R"'V5"' IS,1'0,~D,531,L,N,NPMPl,!l 
CALL ~MVSM I S,Nu,ND,532,L,M,'iPMPl,NP! I 
CALL <.MVSM (S,•;O,'ID,533,L,L,"lPMP!,'lPMPU 
CALL I "!VERT ( 522 , "1 I 
CALL MULT (512,522,X,t;,M,Ml 
CALL D'JPL IX,TE~Pl,'i,~l. 
CALL "ULT IX,521,A,N,M,NJ 
CALL AD5UB (Sll,A,A,N,N,-1 
CALL ~ULT IX,523,S,N,..,,Ll 
CALL A!JSUB I 513,d,B,N,L,-l l 
CALL MULT (532,522,Z,L,~,MI 
CALL DLIPL I Z, THP2 ,L ,"1 I 
CALL MUI..T IZ,52-3,D,L,M,Ll 
CALL ADSUB 1533,0,D,L,L,-l l 
CALL TQAN I a , 8T ,N,L I 
CALL A'JSM (GS,K,K,A,N,N,1,11 
CALL AOSM I GS,K,K,6,N,L, l,N+ll 
CALL AOS"1 (GS,K,K,BT,L,N,N+l ,11 
CALL ADS~ (GS,K,K,D,L,L,N+l,N+l ) 
CALL MULT IS?2,S2l,S2221, lB, 18, 15 
CALL MULT IS22,S23,S2223,t8,!.8,!2 
RETURN 
:ND 
SU"ROUTl'lf ADSUB IX,Y,Z,M,N,1 SIGN) 
IMPLICIT RFAL * a I A-H,0-Z 
DI MENSI 0', XI M ,NJ ,YI~, M ,Z I M,NI 
IF I IS IGN I 1'), 40, 7~ 
10 00.30 !•\,;,, 
DO 20 J = l ,r-. 
2J Z I I , J I = X ! I, J l - YI I , J I 
30 COt,TI Nl.11: 
GO TO !JO 
4iJ 00 60 I=,.,M 
OCJ50J=1,~~ 
50 l ( I, J I= - X( I , JI 
60 CONTINUc 
GO TO luO 






UD 80 J=l,N 
HJ ll l,J l•X( l,J l + Y( I,J I 
90 CIJN Tl NUE 
l uO R cTU~'l 
ENO 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * 
SJ BR'lUT IN E T~A'4 TJ HANSPJSE X( M X NI AS y ( ~ x ,,, 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * c 
SU"KOUTINE TRAN IX,Y,M,NI 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 ( A-H,0-Z 
Ql,.ENSI ON XIM,NI ,YIN,MI 
DO 20 I=l,~ 
DO 10 J=l ,N 
lOYCJ,11 Xll,JI 




c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * • • * * * 
C SUBROUTINE ZERO TJ MAKE AtL EL~MENTS OF 
C MATRIX XIM X NI lfOCJ 
c * * * 
lJ 
c 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * ~ * * * * • * * 
SWROUTINE ZERO. IX,M,NI 
IMPL IC (T REAL * 8 ( A-H,CI-Z I 
DI MENS I~N X (M,Nl . 
uO 10 l=l,M 





c * * ~ * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * • * * 
C SUBRIJJTINE DUPL TO DUPLICATE ~ATRlX Y AS XI~ X NI 
c 
c. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * SUBROUTINE DUPL (X,Y,~,NJ. 
lJ 
IMPLICIT REAL* B ( A-H,0-Z 
Dlf.ENSION Xl~,NI ,Yl~,NI 
00 10 l=l,M 
DC l O J=l, N 
Y( I ,Jl=X( I ,JI 
CONT !NU 'c 
RFTU RN 
END 
* * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c SUH~OUTINE INVEU TO REPLACE X(fl x ~, AS ITS H,v•n 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c 
SUoROUTJliE INVfRT (X,MI 
IMPLICIT ~EAL * 8 I A-H , 0-l I 
DIMENSION X(M,Ml 
or ~v I= 1, "1 
~:\,u/X(T ,!) 
o~_: 10 J=! ,'JI 
lJ XCl,Jl•Xll,JI * S 
X( I, I I = S 
or: 60 J=l,M 
I~ I J , EQ • I I G.'J Tl bO 
S=X(J, I I 
XIJ, I l•~.O 
DU :>u K•l ,M 
5J X(J,Kl•XIJ,KI-S*Xll,KI 
bO CO~TI•d': 
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